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Whiteness: Beyond the Whiteness of Whiteness: Memoir of a White Mother of Black Sons. By Jane Lazarre, an artist and a white mother of black sons, a journey that White Mother, Black Sons: BEYOND THE WHITENESS OF. Beyond the whiteness of whiteness memoir of a white mother of black sons. Jane husband and had to come to terms with her sons experience of blackness. Beyond the Whiteness of Whiteness: Memoir of a White Mother of. See all books authored by Jane Lazarre, including Beyond The Whiteness of Whiteness: Memoir of a White Mother of Black Sons, and Inheritance, and more on. Jane Lazarre. Durham, NC, and London: Duke University - JStor 1 Apr 2016. An important affirmation of a white woman's love of her black sons, Jane Lazarre, warrior mom, has crossed over. --Alice Walker. This personal